LAVVTEKK PRIVACY POLICY
Privacy is a right, not a privilege.
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At LavvTekk, we believe that privacy is an important basic human right. We value your privacy and
will always take measures to safeguard your privacy within our products. LavvTekk is committed to
preserving user privacy at all times and under all conditions, and because of that, we have created
a simple to understand Privacy Policy outlining exactly how we use your data if we collect any in
the first place.
Enforcement:
By downloading and using any LavvTekk apps or services, you, the user, are accepting the
terms of the following Privacy Policy. In addition, by using any LavvTekk apps or services,
you confirm that you have read, and understand our Privacy Policy.
Personal Information:
LavvTekk currently does not collect any type of personal information through any of our
services or apps. Should this change in the future, rest assured that LavvTekk will do
everything needed so that your information is never shared or abused in any way.
Gaming:
LavvTekk collects information such as: user name and scores within any games we may
make available. The purpose for collecting said information is to post on our game
leaderboards. This being said, any data travels directly from our app on your device, to
Apple® Game Center® and is never sent to any outside parties, including our own servers.
Feedback/Contact:
When you provide feedback, have a concern, or otherwise contact LavvTekk for any
reason, we collect and may store some information you provide such as: name, email
address, and content of your message. Know that we take all necessary measures to
ensure no one else gets your data. You can rest assured that you will never receive spam
mail from LavvTekk.
Beta Testing:
LavvTekk will sometimes enable beta testing of our upcoming apps, as well as for new
versions of currently available apps. When participating in a beta test, you recognize that
you are aware that some data, such as email address, and crash logs, will be collected
from you for the purpose of communications and bug isolation and fixing. This data is
collected directly by Apple and is never stored on our servers. Upon your exit or removal
from the beta test program, your contact information as well as any other data associated
with you is immediately destroyed and is no longer accessible by LavvTekk.
Data Transmission:
Whenever LavvTekk sends and receives a users’s data, we ensure full data privacy by
employing industry standard encryption protocols including, but not limited to HTTPS. Our
website is secured and has valid SSL credentials and full HTTPS SSL/TLS support, so
when you interact with and transmit data to or from lavvtekk.com, it is fully protected from
would-be attackers.
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Location:
Any of our apps that make use of your location will always place your privacy above
anything else. Upon being granted location services permission, our apps will always
default to access your location only while the app is open and running. Furthermore, our
apps will never share your location data with any third party for any reason other than what
is absolutely necessary for the app to function. Lastly, our apps will always inform you of
how your location information is used when asking for location services permission.
Advertising:
If/when we employ the use of advertising within our apps, we will not track or store any
data about you or your devices for any reason, including personalized ads. On your iOS®
device, you have the option to allow or disallow personalized ads, and any apps created by
LavvTekk will always respect that setting. In addition to that, we conduct research on any
and all ad networks we plan on using within our apps to ensure that they are not misusing
any user data. We hold all content on our apps to our standards, and if an advertising
network does not meet our privacy standards, we will not use their services.
Our Privacy Policy can and will be subject to change at the sole discretion of LavvTekk, as well as
to ensure compliance with laws in territories where we make our apps and services available.
LavvTekk is not obligated to inform you of such changes, but may do so for your knowledge and
convenience.
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